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Reynold India Pvt Ltd

Our New
Generation 
Fully 
Automated 
Air Cooled 
Screw Chiller 
with C5M 
Paint 
Standard for 
DEFENCE 
Application.

Reynold India 
introduces chillers 
with EU compliant, 

extremely green 
refrigerant R-455A.

These chillers, having 
a very low GWP of only 
135 are in compliance 
with the Paris Climate 

Accord.
Will be available with 

CE certification for 
export to EU.

 

We have installed a 5000 MT cold storage for Oriental Yeast of Japan, in 
Maharastra , with 350 KW screw rack manufactured by us . Room is maintained 

at (-)5 Deg c, complete with defrost, heat tracing on the floor and on line 
monitoring.



Congratulations on your work anniversary. 
We’re proud to have a coworker like you in our 
team who came along with his/her talents and 

commitment on this day

Ms. VANIKA RAKSHIT
Mr. Sanjay Kumar
Mr. Raheem Khan
Mr. Manoj Kumar Saini
Mr. Surendra Singh Kushwaha
Mr. Souvik Pal
Mrs. Renu Bhatia

Employment Anniversary

Training & DevelopmentTraining & Development
The important thing in any training is to offer knowledge in a 
motivating way – and to ensure long-term retention. Learning 
engineering concepts should be unified by doing and an 
interactive learning system with a whole new dimension of 
functionality is preferred

You accepted the 
challenge and overcame 
all the obstacles that 
came with it. Well done 
on your accomplishment; 
it was truly inspiring 
seeing you put in the 
effort to get there.

Employee Name - Mr. 
Rishi Raj
(Sales Manager - Plastic 
& Auxiliary Sales)
Recognition - Target 
Achieved

Even during hard times, we know that you would 
come and put a smile on the faces of every member 

of our team. For your hardworking, humble, and 
happy self, we wish you the best of everything that 

life has to offer.

Monthly Meeting MOM
Monthly Meeting PPT Template
Exit Interview Form
Exit Agreement Template
IT Clearance Form
Standard JD -  Sales Engineer

New Policy - Legal Policy
Additions - 

Amir Muhammad

At the end of the Month, we can decide whether 
we want to be an employee with a great 
attendance record, getting promoted to ever- 
better titles and working on interesting projects

Sr. Sales engineer
 (Spare Parts)
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Game Activity 

A potluck is a 
communal 
gathering where 
each guest or group 
contributes a 
different, often 
homemade, dish of 
food to be shared.
We are celebration 
potluck parties are 
a great way of 
hosting a large 
gathering of people 
without bearing a 
huge expense.


